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DOMAINS OF BIREGULARITY IN CLIFFORD ANALYSIS 
Freddy Brackx and Willy Pincket 
1. Introduction 
1.1. In the theory of the Clifford algebra-valued monogenic func-
tions it is proved (see [5]) that, such as in the case of the 
holomorphic functions in the complex plane, every domain in 
Euclidean space is a domain of monogenicity. This result depends 
heavily upon the existence of pointwise singularities. So when 
considering the biregular functions ([1,2,3]) where, due to the 
Hartogs Extension Theorem, pointwise singularities do not occur, 
one is lead, such as in the several complex variables case, to the 
problem of characterizing the so-called domains of biregularity; 
these are, roughly speaking, domains for which there exists a 
biregular function which cannot be extended biregularly beyond the 
boundary of the domain. 
In this paper a chain of necessary conditions for a domain in 
Euclidean space to be a domain of biregularity is established; some 
of these conditions are of a more functiontheoretic nature (§2), 
others of a more geometric nature (§3). If those conditions are 
also sufficient conditions is still an open problem. Nevertheless 
it is proved (§4) that a special class of domains are so-called 
biregular extension domains, a notion which is even stronger than 
that of a domain of biregularity. 
For notations , definitions and properties of Clifford algebra 
and monogenic functions we refer the reader to [ 4] . For the 
biregular functions, which in some sense , form a generalization 
to two Clifford variables of the monogenic functions, some defini-
tions and results are repeated here in order to make this panerinore 
readable. 
1.2. Let ti be an open subset of Rn lxR +1 and let A be the univer-
sal Clifford algebra constructed over i?n (1<m,k<n) with orthonormal 
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basis (ej,...,e ) . Then functions f:tt-+A of the variables 
(x ,y) = (x0, . . . ,xm,y0,. . . , y k ) , xei?
m+1 , yGH
 +1 , are considered. 
Denoting the intersections of ft parallel to* the x- and y-spaces 
by U = { x e H m + 1 : (x,y)€ft}, y fixed in i?k+1 and Vx={yeH
k + 1:(x,y)}eft}, 
x fixed in Rm , respectively, the notion of a biregular function 
is introduced as follows : 
DEFINITION 1.1. A function f-fl-"* is called biregular in ft if 
(i) for each fixed yel? +1 ,f is C1 in xeU and satisfies D f=0; 
y x 
(ii) for each fixed x£ l?m + , f is C1 in yeV and satisfies fD =0, 
x y 
where D and D are the generalized Cauchy-Riemann operators x y 
m k 
given by D = I e-& and D = I e-8 . 
i=o xi y j = o J >j 
Notice that a biregular function in ft is at the same time left 
monogenic in x and right monogenic in y, and hence real-analytic 
in the variables x and y separately. 
The Hartogs Theorem ([1], Theorem 2.4) then ensures us of the 
global real-analyticity of a biregular function in all the 
variables (x0,...,xm,y0,...,yk) together. 
The Cauchy kernels of the above mentioned generalized Cauchy-
Riemann operators are given by 
E- (x)=^ T ^ a n d E k C y ) = t T M ^ 
m 
where x=-£ e-x., |x| is the Euclidean norm of x and GO ., is the 
. l i' • • m+i 
1=0 






= < s a n d D Ek = Ek Dv = < 5 , ^being the Dirac measure at the 
origin. f 
If the function f is biregular inan open ,birJaM 
o o 
B (0,R )xBk(0,R-J then in this region f may be expanded uniquely 
into the normally convergent Taylor series 
00 oo 
f(x,y)= I I Pr sf(x,y) 
t = 0 s = o
 1,:> 
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1.3. The domains of biregularity are now precisely circumscribed 
as follows. 
DEFINITIONS 1 .2. Let (1 be a domain in Hm+ , i.e. an open connected 
set. 
(i) ft is said to be a domain of biregularity (DB) if it is impossi­
ble to find two domains Ui and U
2
 in Hm 2 satisfying the 
conditions 
( a ) 0=?tU2Cfinu1c:U1; 
(b) for each biregular function f in ft there exists a biregular 
function f in Ui which coincides with f on U
2
. 
(ii) ft is said to be a weak domain of biregularity (WDB) if for each 
domain ft containing ft there exists a biregular function in ft which 
is not the restriction to ft of a biregular function in ft. 
It is clear that each DB is also a WDB and moreover it may be 
shown that both notions coincide on locally connected domains. 
2. Analytic properties of "domains of biregularity 
2.1. First we state without proof some estimates of the basic 
polynomials appearing in the Taylor series of a biregular function 
and of the derivatives of the Cauchy kernels. 
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LEMMA 2.1. The basic polynomials V
r i
^ satisfy the estimate 
I J r 











2 2 - / 2 
where I xll = sup ( x 0 + x . ) ' , and v . (i = 1,...,m) represents the 
i=1,...,m
 x x 








REMARK 2.2. As I — -— = m
r
, we also have the estimate 
(11 VJ...V J v J r m 
I | V m ( x ) | 0 < 2
n / 2 IíŁЬli^ 
( 1 ) U J г r ! 







satisfy the estimate £ 
7 n / 2 
l X f l l C x ) l 0 < Ś C ( m , * ) | x 
"• -"т шm+i 
where C(m,r) = (m+1)[ (2m+2)(3m+5)...((m+3)r+(m-1))] . 
We also need the following technical lemma on the convergence 
of a power series in |x|. 
00 r
 I I 




, R>0, is normally con-
r=o r * 
o n 
v e r g e n t i n B fO,R 1 , w h e r e R=m'm. ^ . & mv ' irr ' m m[m+3J 
o 
Proof. Let K be an arbitrary compact subset of B (0,R ) and J r m FT 
choose 0<R'<R such that KcB (0,R
f
). The numerical series 
m m/ 
-







 clearly is convergent, which implies that the ». r i K r=o 
considered power series is normally convergent in |x|<R' and a 
fortiori on K. • 
In the sequel we shall also make use of the following distance 
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function. Let (x,y) be a point in ft and let A be a subset of ft. 
Then we define 
(i) 6 ^ ( x , y ) = s u p { r € l ? + : B m ( x , r ) x B k ( y , r ) c f t } ; 
(ii) r60(A)=inf{60(x,y):(x,y)eA}. 
It is clear that 6^(x ,y)e] 0,+°°] , 6^(A)e[ 0,+°°] and that for a proper 
subset ft of Rm . the function 60:ft-»R is continuous. Moreover 
for ACftcft holds 6Q(A)=6fi(A). 
Indispensable in the description of the properties of a DB is 
the notion of convex hull of a compact subset K of ft; these hulls 
are defined by means of families F of biregular functions in ft," 
which have to fulfil the condition that they always contain the . 
hypercomplex variables K- (i=1,...,m) and n- (j=1,...,k).. 
DEFINITION 2.5. The F-convex hull of K is given by • ' 
K(F) = {(x,y)eft: |f(x,y) | 0< sup |f(u,v)|0', for all feF}. 
(u,v)£K 
If F=8(ft), the family of all biregular functions in ft, then we 
speak of the biregularly-convex hull and denote it simply by-KQ. 
The following properties of F-convex hulls are immediate. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. The F-convex hull K(F) of a compact subset K of 
ft satisfies the following properties : 
(i) K(F) is relatively closed in ft; 
(ii) K(F) is bounded; 
(iii) KcK(F); 
(iv) if K(F) is compact then (K(F))"(F)=K(F); 
(v) if FiCF2 then K(F2)cK(F!). 
2.2. Now we come to the first characteristic property of a DB. 
DEFINITION 2.7. A domain ftcHm+k+2 is called metrically convex 
w.r.t. 60 if any compact subset Kcft satisfies x 
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1 i 
where c v=min( , ) . 
m , K m(m+3) k(k+3) 
In order to prove that each DB is metrically convex w.r.t. 50 , 
we first establish a key result on an estimate for the radius of 
convergence of the Taylor series about a point of K0; it turns out 
that this estimate is independent of the point considered, and 
hence independent of K0. 
m + k + 2 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let %ft be a domain in R , let K be a compact 
subset of ft and let f be biregular in ft. Then the Taylor series 
of f about (x*,y*)GK0 is normally convergent in B (x*,60 (K)) 
rib JH rib y 111 
X M y * ' 6 0 l rC-0) , W h e r e 6 0 m W = — " 6 0 ( K ) a n d 60 k W = — " 6 0 ^ ' 
Proof . The Tay lo r s e r i e s of f about ( x * , y * ) , 
O0 00 
f ( x , y ) = Z I P f ( x , y ) 
r=o s = o r , s " ' 
converges normally in B (x* ,<50 (x* ,y*) )xB, (y* ,60{x* ,y*)) , and in this 
region 
I I |P f(x,y)U< I i 2 n / 2 ^|x-x*|r|3x 3v £(x*,y*)
; 
r=o s=o r , s T=O s=o r- x(l) y(h), 
r S 
W 2 kl|v_v*is 
As all the functions d 3 f are biregular in ft, we have by 
x d ) r
 y ( h ) s 
the definition of K0 that 
|8 3 f(x*,y*)|0< sup |3 3 f(x',y')|0. 
X d ) ; y(h)s- (x',y')eK
 x(l) r
 y(h) s 
Choose 0<R<6o(K); then KD= u S(x',R)xBv(y
!,R) is 
n R (x',y«)GK m k 
relatively compact in ft and we put M= ' sup |f(x,y)|0. 
(x,y)eKR 
Let (x',y') be an arbitrary point of K, then by Cauchy's Integral 
Formula (see [ 1] , Theorem 2.6), 
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|3 3y f(x',y')|0<C .M J|3 E (u-x')|0|ay Ek(v-y').|0i X ( D r
y ( h ) s
 X ( l ) r
m >^(h)s A 
(u,v)G3Bm(x' ,R)x3Bk(y' ,R) m^k 
where ds , respectively dSv, is the ordinary surface-area element 
. nm+i m nk+i K in R , resp. R , 
or | 3 Y 3v f (x' ,y') | 0<C'MC(nfr)C (k,s)R"
r"s 




CO OO CO 00 T- S * , I * • 
Z Z |P f(x-,y)|,<C"M Z I C(m,r)C(k > S)^|T(l x: x' l)r(^-!-) 
As it can be shown that the product of two normally convergent 
series of A -valued functions is again normally convergent in the 
cartesian product of the convergence domains (see [11 , Lemma 2.1), 
it follows that the. considered Taylor series converges normally 
in Bm(x*,Rm)xBk(y*,Rk) . Letting R^6fi(K) yields the desired result." 
THEOREM 2.9. Every domain of biregularity is metrically convex 
w.r.t. 6n . . 
Proof. Assume that ft is a DB but is not metrically convex w.r.t. 
6^; then there exists a conpact subset K for which <5n(^o)< 
c v 6o( K)• So there exists a point (x*,y*)€K~ for which 
V x^*) < cm,k 6ft«- Cal1 U^4m^'6ft,m(K»^k^^ft,k(K)) 
and U2=Bm(x*,5n(x*,y*))xBk(y*,6fi(x*,y*)) ;then Ux and U2 are 
two domains satisfying condition (a) of Definition 1.2(i). Now 
given a biregular function f in p., the function defined by the 
Taylor series of Proposition 2.8 is biregular in Uj and- coincides 
with f on U2. This contradicts condition (b) of the same 
definition. • 
Metrical convexity is closely related to the so-called strong 
continuity principle, which is defined as follows. 
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DEFINITION 2.10. The domain ft satisfies the strong continuity princi-
ple w.r.t. <SQ (SCP) if for each couple (S,T) of subsets of ft for 
which 
(i) sup |f(x,y)|0= sup |f(x,y)|0, for all feB(fi), and 
(x,y)eT (x,y)eSuT 
(ii) SuT is relatively compact in ft, 
holds that «n(S)>cm)k6aCT,. 
Now it is easily shown that every DB satisfies SCP. 
THEOREM 2.11. A domain ftCflm+k+2 which is metrically convex 
w.r.t. 6Q satisfies the strong continuity principle w.r.t. 6Q 
2.3. By handling the intrinsic properties of the F-convex hulls 
introduced in subsection 2.1, a^new necessary condition for a DB 
may be obtained. 
DEFINITION 2.12. A domain ftcHm+k+2 is'called F-convex if for 
each compact subset K, the F-convex hull K(F) is again a compact 
set. If F=B(Q) we call ft biregularly convex. 
About the behaviour of this notion of convexity when several 
families F are involved, the following results, the proof of which 
is rather straightforward, may be stated. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let ft be an F-convex domain. 
(i) If F'D'F- then ft is also F'-convex. 
(ii) If F! is dense in F, i.e. if for each feF, for each compact 
KCft and for each e>0 there exists f'GFf for which 
If\(x^y)-f(x,y)|o<e for all (x,y)e-K, then ft is also F'-convex. 
Now we show that every DB is biregularly convex. 
THEOREM 2.14. A domain ft which satisfies the strong continuity 
principle w.r.t. 6Q is biregularly convex. 
Proof. Assume that ft is not biregularly convex; then there exists 
a compact subset K for which KQ is not compact, although it is 
bounded and relatively closed in ft. So there exists a sequence 
(x(v),y(v:))~=l in Kn for which lim (x
(v) ,y(v)) = (x,y)eaft . 
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Putting Sv = t ( x ^ , y ^ > and TV = K for all v^N , it is clear that 
all (S ,T ) satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 2.10. 
Hence,Vthe SCP, «n(Sv)>cm)k6n(Tv) or 0<6n(K)<c" ̂ ( x ^ . y ^ ) 
for all VEN . Letting v->+°° yields 0<6~(K)<0, clearly a contradict ion. • 
3. Geometric properties of domains-of biregularity 
3.1. The necessary conditions of a DB in this section are of a more 
geometric nature and rely on the notion of a (pluri) subconstant 
function. A subconstant function behaves w.r.t. a constant such as 
a subharmonic function does w.r.t. a harmonic function. More pre-
cisely: 
DEFINITION 3.1 . A function g: coCi?m+1-/?u{-oo} is called subconstant 
in co if 
(i) g is upper semi-continuous in oo; 
(ii) for each compact subset KCoo and for each real constant M, 
f<M on 3K implies that f<M on K. 
REMARK 3.2. Clearly any subharmonic function in oo is also sub-
constant in oo. For a monogenic function g in oo it can be shown 
that|g|P (p>1) is subharmonic and hence subconstant in oo. 
Those subconstant functions may be characterized as follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. A function g is subconstant in oo if and only if 
g is the pointwise limit of 
subconstant functions in oo. 
a decreasing sequence (g ) of 
PROPOSITION 3.4. An upper semi-continuous function g in oo is 
subconstant if and only if for each compact subset KCoo, 
sup g(x)= sup g(x) . 
xeK xe3K 
The notion of a subconstant function is now extended to the case 
of the two variables xe/?m 1 and ye/? 
DEFINITION 3.5. A function f:fic/?m+k+2->i?u{-oo} is called pluri-
subconstant if 
(i) f is upper semi-continuous in ft; 
(ii) for each y fixed, f(.,y) is subconstant in xeU ; 
(iii) for each x fixed, f(x,.) is subconstant in y-V . 
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The family of all (positive) plurisubconstant functions in ft is 
denoted by PSC(ft), respectively PSC+(ft). 
REMARK 5.6* If f is biregular in ft then it may be shown that 
|f |pe-PSC+(ft) for all p>1 . ' 
3.2. In 2.1 we introduced the notion of F-convex hull of a compact 
subset of ft; this notion may be generalized to the so-called 
G-convex hull of a compact Kcfi, where G is now an arbitrary 
family of functions defined in ft and with values in R , C or A , 
+ n' 
e.g. the family PSC (ft), and we call a domain ft G-convex if for 
any compact KCft, K(G) is relatively compact in ft. 
The first geometric condition on a DB reads as follows. 
THEOREM 3.7. If the domain ftcHm+k+2 is biregularly convex then 
it is also PSC (ft)-convex. 
Proof. Let K be a compact subset of- ft. Then, by Remark 3.6, 
.-. + »• 
K(PSC (ft))CK0, the latter being a compact subset of ft. • 
PROPOSITION 3.8. If the domain ftc Rm K is geometrically convex 
then it is also PSC (ft)-convex. 
Proof. As is well known, geometrical convexity is equivalent with 
X-convexity, where £ stands for the real linear functions on 
i?m 2 .- Now take fe-JC, then f and -f are harmonic, and so sub-
harmonic , in the variables x and y separately, and hence pluri-
subconstant in ft. This means that |f|=max(f,-f)ePSC (ft), from 
which it follows that K(PSC+(ft))CK(£), the latter being a relatiye-
ly compact subset of ft. • 
DEFINITION 3.9. Given a domain ftc#m+k+2, consider subdomains S , 
> a* 
a^I with boundaries T =8S , aCl, such that for all a d there 
a a* ' 
exist y (resp. x ) for which S UT en (resp. S UT cv ) , the 7 CL K * aJ a a y v ^ a a x J * S„UT moreover being compact subsets of ft. Put So=uSrv and T0=uTrt aa or a u a a
and assume that T0 is relatively compact in ft. Then ft is said to 
satisfy the weak continuity principle (WCP) if S0 is relatively 
compact in ft. 
The second geometric condition on a DB may then be stated as 
follows. 
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THEOREM 3.10. If the domain SICFP***2 is PSC+(n)-convex then n satis-
fies the weak continuity principle. 
Proof. Consider subdomains Sa,a€l as described in Definition 3.7 
and suppose that they all are lying in U parallel to the x-
space* Take fePSC+(n) and put for all ael, M - sup f(u,v). So 
f<M on T , and hence f<M on 5 for all o€l. (u>v)eTa a a A a a 
This yields Sacfa(PSC
+(n)) for all a el, and hence 
S„c uf cfo (PSG+(n)), the latter being relatively compact in ft.. 
o^l a 
Now we come to the condition which may be viewed upon as the 
analogue of pseudoconvexity in classic complex analysis. 
DEFINITION 3.11 . A domain nc/?m+k+2 is called plurisubconstant 
if (6Q(x,y))~ is plurisubconstant in n. 
THEOREM 3.12. If the domain no?ia+ + 2 satisfies the weak continuity 
principle, then n is plurisubconstant. 
Proof Assume n not to be plurisubconstant; then the function 
5« (60(x,y))~ is not plurisubconstant, which means that e.g. there 
exists an x* for which (6n(x*,y))~. is not subconstant in V .. So 
an open relatively compact A in V , a constant MeR and a point 
(x*,y*)eA may be found for which 0<(8^(x*,y))_1<M for all (x*,y)=3A 
and at the same time (6^(x*,y*))_1>M. Hence inf M60(x*,y)>1. 
9A 
As we shall show that inf <Sn (x*,y)=inf 60(x*,y), it is obtained 
that inf M6fi(x*,y)>1. But in (x*,y*)GA we have 1 >M6fi (x*,y*) , clear-
ly a contradiction, implying the plurisubconstantness of n. 
Now let us come back to the equality of the infima mentioned 
above. Clearly it is sufficient to prove that inf 6n(x*,y)>inf6n (x*,y). 
A ; 3A 
Call the last right hand side p; then p>0 since A is relatively 
compact in n, and. we have to show that 6^(x*,y)>p for all 
(x*,y)eA. 
Without loss of generality we may suppose that A is connected. 
•or a,8X) we construct the following regions : 
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S a > 3 = t ( x / y ) G H
n + k + 2 : x = x * + avi:i, y=y « + 3vk, (x* ,y' )eA} 
Ta,3 = {Cx'y)Gi?m+k+2:x=x* + avm' y=y, + 3vk,(x*,y')e8A} 
where v, and v, are arbitrary but for the time being fixed unit 
vectors in Rm l and 1? l respectively. Clearly the S a « are domains 
with boundaries T a g and SQ Q=A while TQ Q=2A. 
First we show that T is relatively compact in ft, for all 
a > p 
.(a,3)G[ 0,p[ x[ 0,p[ . For all (x,y)eT Q we have |x-x*|=a, 
a> p 




each T , being bounded, turns out to be relatively connoact in ft. 
a> 3 
Next we show that Sa g is relatively compact in ft for all 
(a,3)E[ 0,p[ x[ 0,p[ . Start with SQ^QCCPJ; then by the continuity of 
the transformations it follows that S„ 0ccfi for all 
a 9 p 
(a,3)e[ 0 ,a[ x[ 0 ,a[ , a being chosen sufficiently small in ]0,p[. 
Now by exploiting the WCP it is shown that S 0ccft for all ' " ° a 9 3 
(a,3)6[ 0,a] x[ 0 ,a] and by a same reasoning as before we find at 
last the S >g to be relatively compact in ft for all 
(a,3)e[ 0,p[x[ 0,p[ . 
Finally if v_ and v, are taken to vary through the whole m k n+i k+i set of unit vectors in R' and R respectively, then it is 
obtained that -^(x*,p)x§k(y
f,p)cn for all (x*,y!)GA. This 
means that 6Q(A)>p, which completes the proof. • 
An important property of a subconstant domain is the possibili-
ty to construct a so-called plurisubconstant exhaustion function, 
which constitutes the last geometric condition on a DB. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let the domain ftcH' be plurisubconstant. Then 
there exists a continuous <pePSC (ft) such that for each c^R , 
ft ={ (x,y)eft:<p (x,y)<c} is relatively compact in ft. 
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Proof. From the hypothesis made it follows that f(x,y)=(6^(x,y))" 
is a continuous PSC (ft)-function. From Remark 3.2 it follows that 
m k 
g(x,y)= I |£.|2+ I |n.|2is also a continuous PSC (ft)-function. 
i=i j=i J 
The function ^=max(f,g) is the desired one." 
As a last step the four geometric conditions for a DB are shown 
to be equivalerit. 
m+k+ 2 
THEOREM 3.14. If the domain ftcH1 * has a positive, continuous 
plurisubconstant exhaustion function, then ft is PSC (ft)-convex. 
Proof. Take a compact subset K of ft. For fePSC+(ft) put 
c^= sup f(u,v). Then using the exhaustion function ^GPSC (ft) 
* (ufv)6K 
we have K(PSC+(ft))c{(x,y)Gft:v(x,y)<c }=ft ', the latter being 
a compact subset of ft. • * 
In conclusion of this section we may thus state : 
THEOREM 3.15. If ft is a domain in i?m+k+2 then the following 
conditions are equivalent : 
(a) ft is a plurisubconstant domain; 
(b) ft has a positive, continuous plurisubconstant exhaustion function; 
(c) ft is convex w.r.t. the positive plurisubconstant functions; 
(d) ft satisfies the weak continuity principle. 
Moreover a domain of biregularity has all the properties (a) to (d). 
4. Biregular existence domains 
4.1 First let us introduce the notion of a biregular existence 
domain. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let ft be a domain in ^ k + 2 and let f be biregu-
lar in ft. 
(i) ft is called a weak biregular existence domain (WBED) for f, 
if for each biregular function F in a domain ft'^ft, Flft̂ f. 
(ii) ft is called a biregular existence domain (BED) for f, if for 
each pair (Ui,U2) of domains in i?m+ + 2 for which 4> =?-U2cftnUiCUi 
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and for each biregular function F in Ux , F | U2
:?fcf | U2 • 
REMARK 4.2. Obviously a BED is also a WBED and it may be shown 
that under the additional assumption of the local connectedness 
of ft, both notions coincide. Next it is also clear that a (W)BED 
is also a (W)DB. 
4.2. As is well known in classic complex analysis a holomorphically 
convex domain, or equivalently a pseudoconvex domain, is also a 
holomorphic existence domain. The analogous problem in the bire-
gular setting is still open; nevertheless it may partially be 
solved by introducing a stronger notion of convexity. 
DEFINITION 4.3. The family 2B(ft) consists of the functions f 
satisfying the following conditions : 
(i) f is biregular in ft; 
(ii) |f.f|=|f|2; 
(iii)all the .functions f2 , nGN, satisfy (i) and (ii) . 
In the same way as was done in the subsections 2.1 and 2.3, 
the notions of a 2B-convex hull of a compact subset of ft, and 
of 2B-convexity may be introduced. It is such that 2B-convexity 
implies the biregular convexity. 
The following result can be proved now along analogous lines 
as in the proof of [ 5] , Theorems 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. 
THEOREM 4.4. If the domain ft is 2B(ft)-convex then there exists a 
biregular function in ft for which ft is a biregular existence 
domain. 
EXAMPLES 4.5. 
(i) The cartesian product of a left-monogenic and a-right-
. ^ , „m+1 , „k+ - n 
monogenic existence domain in R and R respectively, 
becomes a biregular existence domain in R 
(ii) It is a remarkable fact that the case of holomorphic functions 
of two complex variables is included in the biregular function 
theory (see also [1]). Indeed if f is holomorphic in wCtj2 then 
F(x,y)=(Ref)ei-(Imf)e2 is biregular in ft={(x,y)GR
6 : 
(xi + ix2 ,yi + iy2)Go), Xo
e R , yoGR} • So if w is taken to be pseudo-
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convex and hence a holomorphic existence domain for a certain f, 
then the tube domain fi is a biregular existence domain for the 
corresponding F. 
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